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How are we different from 
the competition?
�is is one of the most common questions 
people ask us, and it is one of the most di�cult 
to answer. With a baler or a crane, it is easy to see a 
di�erence between two pieces of equipment. �e 
thickness of the steel, the position of the hydraulics, 
the size of the bucket. �ey are all easy to see and 
feel and get a sense for the time and e�ort that went 
into making them.
 
With software, it is not so easy. Software is 
intangible, it is not something 
you can touch, and just because it 
looks a certain way, doesn’t mean 
it acts or behaves a certain way. 
Features and functionality are 
calculated in the background and 
hidden behind layers of screens 
that may never be seen in a short demo. Often 
times, glossy aesthetics are just lipstick on a pig, 
there to hide short comings and draw attention 
from what really matters, how the software behaves. 

When you review the list of features for a baler, it 
takes a few minutes. When you review the list of 
features for a software package like the Recycling 
Operations Manager (ROM), it can take hours, 

sometimes days. And then you want to compare it to 
other packages – it is a process that becomes mind 
numbing and over-whelming as you look at demo 
after demo, screen after screen, trying to remember 
which package does what and which package o�ers 
the most of what your business does. 

 
It is not an easy process. So to help, we have put 
together this brochure talking about us and how we 
are di�erent. In here, we highlight our processes, 
overall functionality, and our advanced features to 
give you the con�dence that 21st Century 
Programming is di�erent and the right choice for you.

Glossy aesthetics are just lipstick on a pig, 
there to hide short comings and draw attention 
from what really matters
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Quality Software Requires 
Quality Processes
Designing and developing quality software requires more than just some guy working 
alone from home. It takes communication, collaboration, testing and rework to come up with a 
product that does what it is supposed to do. Unlike other pieces of equipment in a recycling 
facility, you don’t see how much time, engineering and quality control goes into a product like 

Communicate 
Our Trainers and Help Desk team work directly with 
our customers to understand their needs.  

Document
They thoroughly document the discussions 
and modification requests, including preparing 
screen or report mock-ups and step by step 
work flows.   

Test
Code written in a vacuum only works well in a 
vacuum.  Code written as a team works for any 
team, anywhere.  Once the code work is done, the 
change is handed over to our Quality Assurance 
team.  There it is put through a rigorous set of 
tests, including integration testing of the new work 
and regression testing to make sure the new work 
has not negatively affected the system’s previously 
existing functionality.

Fix and Repeat
Should anything be found during the testing 
process, it is sent back to the programmers where 
it is fixed and sent back to testing.  

Integrate
Only once new code has passed testing is the 
master source code updated.  This ensures that no 
unverified code is accidentally released to our 
customers and everything is thoroughly tested 
before any users touch it.

Charlie Salazar, Phil Ra�e, Paul Harker
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ROM. You can put your hands on a baler and see the steel, but you can’t see the millions of lines 
of code or the countless settings and con�gurations that go into making ROM the most �exible 
and powerful system on the market. �e only way to achieve that is with a strong team and 
strong processes.

Evaluate 
Once the requests are signed off by the customers, 
our programming staff evaluates the change 
request, including how much time it will take and 
what the impact of the change will be on the 
overall system.  A quotation is then prepared.

Construct
Once the quotation is approved, the work is 
performed in a systematic manner that is 
appropriate and consistent with the overall 
architecture of the system.  

Review
Our programming staff constantly works with each 
other to solve problems in the most efficient way 
possible and insure the integrity of the system. We 
are constantly peer reviewing each other’s work - 
critical parts of making solid, well-constructed 
code.  

Transparency
Each step of this process is documented and 
presented to our customers. Because we have 
nothing to hide, we let our customers see 
everything we do and keep them updated every 
step of the way. All of the changes, �xes, modi�-
cations, etc. are listed with every build and sent 
to our customers prior to an update so they 
know exactly what to expect out of the system.

Tools
Just like you use ROM to e�ectively run your 
business, we have invested heavily in tools to run 
ours. We use the industry standard, 
Connectwise, to run our enterprise and track 
our activity. Our source code control tool, 
Accurev, allows us to branch and sub stream code 
to e�ectively track every change ever made and 
control what code is compiled, patched and built.   

�omas See
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Complete Software has Complete Coverage
�is chart outlines many of the functions that ROM does, but it does not cover them all. It 
does, however, give you an understanding of how complete a package the ROM system is. 
Others may claim that they do what ROM does, but what separates us from the competition is 
how all of these pieces are inter-twinned and work together in harmony to give you 
a complete look at your business and pro�tability.  
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Complete Software has Complete Coverage
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Integrated Expenses 
Tracking the additional costs that Freight or Processing incur and how they a�ect your bottom line is critical to running a 
successful recycling plant or brokerage operation. Expenses can be tied to any transaction in the system and follow 
through from Sales Order to Shipment to Invoicing. �ese integrated expenses provide transactional level pro�t analysis 
and a true understanding of how much money you made on any deal.

Market Based Pricing with Preliminary and Finalized Settlements
Hedging your material against the Comex or LME? Make a preliminary invoice against a provisional price.  In the future, 
when you settle on the �nal price, adjust the invoice, and easily issue a credit (or debit) with the same invoice number and 
proper accounting.

Advances Management 
Whether it’s a single advance or multiple advances to the same supplier, ROM will keep track of exactly how much money 
they owe you. �e system reminds users every time they work on a settlement to ensure that you get your money back.

Report Automation  
Want your management reports every morning, waiting for you when you get up? Report Automation will generate any 
report, with any parameters and email to any user or group of users you want, even customers. No more wasting time 
generating reports you look at on a daily, weekly or monthly basis.  

Automated Clearing House Payments  
No more logging into your bank’s website and manually sending wire payments to your customers. Pay the settlements 
and ROM will generate the �le your bank needs to process your electronic payments. 

Order Position Management   
From one report see for each item, Purchase Order Balances, Sales Order Balances and your inventory. From one screen, 
get exact detail of each PO, SO and what you have in inventory unprocessed or processed and ready to ship. Know exactly 
where you stand at all times.

Multiple Settlement Weight Options and Tracking    
Whether you settle on your weights, your customer’s weights or something in between, ROM will track all three and 
provide reports detailing out consumer deductions and weight di�erences.
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Advanced Software has  
Advanced Features
Our competition likes to say that they do everything ROM does. �ey don’t. As you can 
see from the previous page, ROM is the complete package. What separates us and makes 
ROM the system for you, are its’ advanced features. Here are just some of the highlights of 
ROM’s advanced functions.  �ere are a lot more where this list came from.  
Schedule a demo today and see for yourself.



Multiple Facility Enterprise Management  
Transfer material between yards either at cost or at a pro�t. Track the di�erences between what one yard says they 
shipped and the other yard received. Create and track Enterprise level orders with weight assignments for each plant and 
integrate brokerage activity. Make one invoice for material shipped out multiple plants. Consolidated reports show you 
activity for all your plants, combined by region or broken out by individual facilities.

Customer Web Portal 
Dramatically reduce customer inquiry calls by allowing customers to log into your website and see their own activity. �ey 
can view individual scale tickets, purchase tickets, payments and get order status. �ey can see pictures of the material 
they delivered and generate their own Excel based activity reports. Don’t want customers to see scale tickets? No problem, 
advanced security options allow you to control what transactions each customer sees.

Document Attachments
Directly link documents your customers send to the transaction they belong to and view them right from the transaction 
screen. Want to see pictures of the container you brokered, just attach them to the broker weight ticket. Want to see their 
bill of lading, attach it to your weight ticket. �e supplier’s contract? See it right from the customer administration screen. 
No limits on the type or quantity of attachments.

Automatic Freight, Contamination and Processing Fees   
Pick up charges? Sorting Fees? Monthly baler rental charges? Moisture or trash deductions? No problem.  Whether it is a 
monthly charge, per pickup charge, by the pound / ton or based on the contamination percentage, set up the customer’s 
price �le once and ROM will automatically do the rest, ensuring that every charge is deducted.

AP to AR and Back Again   
When the markets are down or the fees are up, you could have a situation where you are charging the customer more than 
the value of their material. Or when you want to apply outstanding AR to a customer’s AP balance, it’s no problem. ROM 
can �ip the transactions from AR to AP or the other way around and properly account for it all.

Chain of Custody System
Whether it is certi�ed destruction or vacuum quality alloy processing, track in precise detail exactly what happened to 
each pound of material. From initial receiving ticket through processing to �nal disposition, ROM provides an easy to 
follow �ow chart showing each processing step and scale ticket, satisfying the most stringent customer tracking require-
ment.
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What’s important to you?

Just like any other piece of equipment, you need to decide 
what’s most important to you. When you want a proven, well 
constructed, comprehensive system with advanced features, 
call us today to setup a demo.

Being effective!

Getting the job done?

Saving Money?

Being cost effective?

Really getting the job done! 

Making Money!


